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HSGK high performance 
screw jacks



 

INKOMA screw jacks type HSGK with oil lubrication and coo-
ling fins add a new dimension to the scope and range of the 
inkoma-groUp screw jacks programme. 

They guarantee optimum operation even in extreme situa-
tions. inkoma-hsgk-screw jacks are extremely robustly 
designed. carefully chosen materials and high quality ma-
nufacture provide an outstanding drive unit. 

To achieve optimum heat dissipation the surface area is en-
hanced by cooling fins orientated with the spindle.

The lifting spindle, whether trapezoidal or ballscrew, is 
driven by the worm wheel via hardened and ground gears 
having optimal geometry. needle rollers rather than plain 
bushes support the radial loads on the lifting spindle.

These features ensure an increase in life and performance 
over conventional designs.

input speeds of up to 3000 r/min are possible and both com-
pressive and tensile loads up to 1000 kn can be carried.

To ensure the most careful matching of your requirements 
we have developed a comprehensive range of accessories.

request our complete catalogue or visit us on the internet. 
You can obtain a free download of our brochure or the product drawing of the
selected item using the caDenas facility.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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MOdEL MAX.  
LIFTING FORCE
F [KN]

LIFT PER
REVOLUTION
N/L [MM]

SPINdLE
D [NM]

MAX.  TENSILE 
FORCE
[KN]

1,33 / 0,33

1,28 / 0,32

1,5 / 0,375

RATIO
N/L i

HSGK-6-R

HSGK-7-R 

HSGK-8-R 

HSGK-9-R 

HSGK-3-S
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Tr 40x8

1,5 / 0,375

1,5 / 0,5

1,5 / 0,5

1,5 / 0,5

1,33 / 0,33

HSGK-4-S

HSGK-5-S

HSGK-6-S

HSGK-7-S

HSGK-8-S

HSGK-9-S

ROTATING VERSION  R

TRANSLATING VERSION  S

ROTATING VERSION R
The rotating version (r) achieves linear lifting 
motion through the rotation of the spindle. in this 
version the spindle is axially fixed in the gearbox.

R rotating spindle

TRANSLATING VERSION S
The translating version (s) lifts the load using 
the axial movement of the spindle. The spindle is 
moved through the jack housing by the rotation 
of the worm wheel. any tendency of the spindle 
to rotate must be prevented. The spindle is con-
tained within the housing by a travel limiting stop 
(version sa). rotation prevention and travel limi-
tation can be combined in version sVa.

S Translating spindle 
SA Translating spindle with travel limiter
SVA Translating spindle with rotation prevention
and travel limiter

LIFTING FORCE 5 to 1000 kn
RATIO N: normal, L: slow
LUbRICATION oil
ACCESSORIES see accessories for hsg, ksh, hsg and Dsh

COVER VERSIONS
standard-flat
spigot cover
spigot  cover with guidance ring
spigot  cover with rotective sleeve
spigot cover with guidance ring and 
protective sleeve
spigot cover with guidance ring 
and rotation prevention
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